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UH ADVANCE External Advisory Board Visit, March 20, 2017 
 

 
The four EAB members (Cepeda-Benito, Comedy, Kramer, and Travis) who visited last month 
agreed that UH continues its commendable efforts and progress towards achieving the 
ADVANCE project goals. Our feedback aims to provide a broad-strokes, selective assessment of 
efforts and progress to date, as well as a few observations and recommendations we hope will 
help UH now, and cement future achievements.  
 
Overview of the Visit 
 
The EAB appreciated the warm welcome we received in formal and informal interactions. 
Logistics were seamlessly handled by the ADVANCE office, particularly Christiane Spitzmuller 
and Stella Vasquez. As in previous visits, the EAB was impressed by the participation and 
engagement of the President, Provost, Associate Provost and Dean of Engineering. Seeing high 
level administrators actively listening and genuinely invested in UH ADVANCE makes us 
optimistic about the success of the grant. We were pleased to get to know individuals whose 
involvement has begun or changed since our first year meeting (e.g, Spitzmuller, Henderson, and 
Abbott).  
 
Goal #1 — Recruit and retain more women STEM faculty at senior, mid-career and junior 
faculty levels with a target of increasing the percentage of women STEM and STEM WoC 
ranked faculty to levels at or above academic national averages.  
 
Thus far, there has been very slow movement in actualizing the hiring of women (especially 
women from underrepresented groups) by targeted departments (particularly in the College of 
Engineering). The EAB has several recommendations about more effective communication of 
data on progress toward this goal.  
 
Strategies being used to improve recruitment and retention include: 
 
• Hiring committee training, with required participation by search committee chairs 
• Development of a “diversity scorecard” to be used by academic units to monitor culture and 

practices, being piloted in the College of Engineering 
• Creation of “FED” with a space for faculty to meet informally and explore and pursue cross-

unit collaborations 
• Ongoing efforts to understand the experiences of women on campus, and campus climate 
• Programming oriented toward faculty women and women of color (e.g., two day retreat) 
• Significant change in campus child care opportunities for faculty. 
• Increased attention to dual career hiring challenges 
• Mentoring programs 
 
Several of these strategies are relatively new, developed to accelerate the rate of change. A clear 
approach to evaluating their impact on hiring and retention is a challenge that needs to be more 
effectively addressed and requires to include but also go beyond the mere counting of new hires 
and individuals lost to attrition. From the data collected, we can see that the diversity search 
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committee training has received positive feedback form the faculty with approximately 60% 
believing that the training was worthwhile. The search committee training and targeting new 
sources for recruitment has increased the applicant pool as well. There have been more 
applicants overall and an increased diversity of applicants. More women, African Americans, 
and Hispanics are applying for available positions.  
 
The ADVANCE evaluator may know more about data overall, as well as how hiring and attrition 
rates at UH compare with national trends at peer institutions within equivalent programs. 
However, we did not meet with the internal evaluator, and the external evaluator’s last report 
was written before a variety of these initiatives were underway. 
 
On-going assessment has been used to revise initiatives described in the proposal and to identify 
opportunities for new initiatives. Specifically, the project has drawn back from the e-mentoring 
plan. In contrast, the newly introduced, well-received retreat for women faculty of color is an 
important way to develop a peer mentoring and support network.  
 
Goal #2 — Increase the support and representation of women STEM faculty in 
administrative UH leadership positions, especially women of color. 
 
Implemented or planned initiatives to increase the readiness, engagement and advancement of 
women, particularly women of color, into leadership positions include a mid-career workshop 
(later this spring); mentoring, and programming to develop leadership competencies (building 
upon the successful, existing Administrator Fellow Program). 
 
Since the majority of top leadership positions require the academic rank of professor, working 
toward promotion to full professor is a prerequisite for moving into positions as administrative 
leaders.  
 
This project goal is to increase the number of women in positions such as deans and deans and 
department chairs. Progress has been made on the latter, with several women department chairs 
in the social sciences, and two in the natural/physical sciences and technology. The University 
still has no women deans in the STEM colleges.   
 
Goal #3 — Enhance UH’s infrastructure to make gender equity and diversity campus wide 
priorities by [1] improving awareness and climate, and by [2] institutionalizing successful 
ADVANCE activities. 
 
Toward the goal of “improving awareness and climate,” the most substantive effort is the climate 
survey and related research, which are intended to inform evidence-based solutions to identified 
challenges. The first round of the survey with tenure track faculty was completed in February of 
2016 (February of 2017 for non-tenure track faculty), and there appear to be two new data 
collection rounds scheduled to begin in May of 2017 and 2018. 
 
The UH Advance, 8-member, Institutionalization Team is represented by members of the 
Provost’s Office and includes the holders of two newly created posts: The Assistant Provost for 
Faculty Recruitment, Retention, Equity and Diversity, and the director for Faculty Engagement 
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and Development, as well as the President of the Faculty Senate. The EAB was pleased to see 
that a number of ADVANCE led initiatives already appear to have been normalized.  

• Initiatives that appeared to be at a mature stage of implementation and institutionalization 
include: 

o mandatory training for department chairs,  
o faculty search committee chairs and all members of administrative search 

committees,  
o an attractively furnished and well supplied Faculty Café,  
o Chair Diversity Competency development: Workshop Series for Department 

Chairs,  
o a competitive salary adjustment initiative, and  
o Development of dual-career hiring efforts in coordination with MD Anderson and 

other Houston-based industries.  
 

• Initiatives in earlier stages of design and implementation, and thus not yet assessed as 
appropriate for institutionalization, include:  

o Temporary childcare/elder/family care assistance to faculty,  
o A diversity “scorecard” for use at the college level aimed to increase the 

representation and retention of women faculty, 
o Improvement of annual faculty performance evaluations, 
o Workshops tailored to mid-career women faculty, 
o Mentoring efforts, 
o Online, faculty communications portal, and 
o A minority, faculty women network and working group 

 
Recommendations and conclusions 
 
The EAB was impressed by the comprehensive efforts to improve the university climate and to 
increase the diversity of the faculty. We also heard that there is a lot of conversation on campus 
about existing challenges at UH, as well as about diversity in a broader sense. There does not 
appear to be widespread opposition the goals of ADVANCE, although we heard about 
individuals who speak up against the need to change how hiring is conducted and how mentoring 
is offered. Signs of push back is not necessarily a negative for it may indicate that change is 
perceived as substantive and enduring. The diversity scorecard has potential, if it is tied to hiring, 
retention and promotion outcomes. 
 
Improved use of and presentation of relevant data are essential for identifying where strategies 
are most needed and the relative effectiveness of the various strategies underway. Establish and 
apply clearly defined benchmarks and outcome measures for determining progress in decision 
making and in presentations. Presentations to the NSF site visit team will certainly require much 
more specific and detailed descriptions of the data, with comparisons over time, and with 
analyses which focus on variations among disciplines and departments. 
 
A clear and well-communicated approach to holding units accountable for failure to pursue 
institution-wide priorities (e.g., offering effective mentoring for faculty) would be likely to 
improve progress to project goals. 
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We were pleased to learn about the Institutionalization Team and to hear the clearly stated 
commitment by the Provost Office to institutionalize successful practices beyond the life of the 
ADVANCE grant. To this end we suggest: 

• Clearly evaluate project-related initiatives/practices. For those that are effective, create 
standard operational procedures for them, and incorporate them within 
bylaws/rules/policies/faculty & chair handbook(s).  

• Disseminate these practices via multiple channels and make them readily available via 
the Provost’s Office web pages (and/or the faculty communications portal. 

• Secure or identify funding sources and specific budgets in support of each of the 
initiatives.  

• Assign roles and responsibilities to specific offices and individuals. Explicitly state 
within whose portfolio(s) responsibility rests for “tenure/promotion/and faculty 
recognition.” 

• Build upon existing efforts (e.g., the ADVANCE Newsletter) facilitated by the College 
Communication Officers to further disseminate information about ADVANCE initiatives 
and programs across the campus and beyond. 

 
We were not sure how the university has incentivized departmental and college efforts to change 
the climate and their successful hiring, retention, and advancement of women, particularly 
women of color; conversely, accountability for a lack of serious efforts needs to be clarified. 
 
We recommend that the project identify successful departments (e.g., in hiring, retention, 
advancement, climate, or mentoring) and have leaders discuss what worked and what didn’t as 
they moved to improve these facets of departmental functioning. 
 
Mentoring remains a critical factor in career development particularly for women and women of 
color in STEM fields. The EAB encourages the ADVANCE team to continue their efforts to 
insure that effective mentoring exists institution-wide.   
 
While the collaboration with other Houston-area organizations to find partner employment 
opportunities is commendable, we recommend increased transparency about dual career on-
campus appointments for two-professor couples. 


